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Figure 1 shows the one of our experimental hydraulic extenders
designed and built at the University of California at Berkeley. The
key to this new concept is the exchange of both information signals
and physical power. Traditionally, the exchange of information
signals only has characterized human-machine interaction in .:tive
systems. But the extender is distinguished from conventional
master-slave systems in an important way: the extenckr is worn on
the human body for the purpose of direct transfer of power. So the
human body exchanges both information signals and physical power
with the extender [11]. There is actual physical contact between the
extender and the human body. Because of this unique interface, the
human becomes an integral part of the extenckr and "feels" dte lo8d
that the extender is carrying. In contrast. in a conventional masIer-
slave system (i.e.. when there is no force reflection), the human
operator may be either at a remote location or clo~ to the slave
manipulator, but the human is not in direct physX:al conla:t with tbe
slave. The human can exchange infonnation signals With the slave,
but not mechanical power. So the input signal to dte slave is derived
from a difference in the control variables (i.e., position and/or
velocity) between the master and the slave, but not from any ~ of
contact forces.

In the extender system, the input signal to the extenda' ia
derived from the set of contact forces between dte extender and the
human. These contact forces are part of the physical force Deeded to
move objects, and additionally are used to generate informatioo
signals for controlling the extender. In a typical master-slave
system, such natural force reflection does not occur because the
human and the slave manipulator are not in dircct physical contKt.
Instead, a separate set of actuators are required on the rnasa to
reflect forces felt by the slave back to the human operator. Force
reflection occurs naturally in the extender. Without a ~ set of
.:tuators the human arm feels the actual forces 011 the ex~<b-, ~
direction of motion and a scaled-down version of mass. For
example. if an extender manipulates a 200 lbf ob:P;t. the human may
feel 10 Ibf while the extender supports the rest of the load. The 10
Ibf contact forces are used not only for manipulation of the obje(:t.
but also for generating the appropriate signals to the extender
cOlltroller. The contact forces between the human and the exfalder,
and the load and the extender are measured, appropriately modified
via control theory to satisfy perfonnance and stability criteria, and
used as an input to the extender controller.

The objective of this research effort is to detennine the ruJea
for the control of robotic systems worn by humans through the
design, construction, and control of a prototype experimental
extender. Section 2 gives an overall view of the systems dynamic
behavior. Section 3 and 4 discuss the control system architecture.
Section 5 presents experimental results pertaining to the stability and
perfonnance of this experimental extender.

ABSTRACT'
A human's ability to perfonn physical tasks is limited by

physical strength. not by intelligence. We have used the word
"extenders" as a class of robot manipulators worn by humans to
augment human mechanical strength, while the wearer's intellect
remains the central control system for manipulating the extender.
Our research objective is to detennine the ground rules for the
control of robotic systems worn by humans through the design,
construction. and control of several prototype experimental direct-
driveJnon-direct-drive multi-degree-of-freedom hydraulic/electric
extenders. The design of extenders is different from the design of
conventional robots because the extender interfaces with the human
on a physical level. The work discussed in this article involves the
dynamics and control of a prototype hydraulic six-degree-of-
freedom extender. This extender's architecture is a direct drive
system with all revolute joints. Its linkage consists of two identkal
subsystems. the ann and the hand. each having three degrees of
fr=dom. Two sets of force sensors measure the forces imposed on
the extender by the human and by the environment (i.e.. the load).
The extender's compliances in response to such contact forces were
designed by selecting appropriate force compensators. A
mathematical expression for the extender perfonnance was
determined to quantify the force augmentation.

1. INTRODUCnON
Robot manipulators perfonn tasks which would otherwise

be perfonned by humans. However. in even the simplest of tasks,
robot manipulators fail to achieve perfonnance comparable to the
human perfonnance which is possible with the human intellecL For
example. humans excel at avoiding obstacles, assembling complex
parts. and handling fragile objects. No manipulator can approach
tile speed and accuracy with which humans execute ~ tasks. But
manipulators can exceed human ability in one area: strength. The
ability of a human to lift heavy objects depends upon muscular
strength. The ability of a robot manipulator to lift heavy objects
depends upon the available actuator to~ues: a relatively small
hydraulic actuator can supply a large to~ue. In conb"ast. the
muscular strength of the average human is quite limited. To benefit
from the strength advantage of robot manipulators and the
intelb:tual advantage of humans, a new class of manipulators called
"extenders" were studied [10. II]. The human provides an
intelligent control system for the extender, while the extender's
actuators provide most of the strength necessary for perfonning the
task.

1 This paper is a summary of the reference 9. Other works on
Robotic Systems Worn by Humans can be found in References
2.5.6,7.13.14 and 15.



Figure 1: Experimental Six-Degree-of-Freedom Hydraulic Extender.

The extender is not a master-slave system (i.e. it does not consist of two overlapping

exoskeletons.) There is no joystick or other device for information trimsfer. Instead. the human

operator's commanlil' to the extender are taken directly from the interaction force between the

human and the extender. This interaction force also helps the extender manipulate objects

physically. In other words, information signals and power transfer simultaneously between the

human and the extender.

2. MODELING
This ~tion models the dynamic behaviors of the extender,

the human arm and the load being maneuvered; these models are
combined in Figure 2. It is assumed that the extender primarily has
a closed-loop position controller, which is called the primary
stabilizing cMtroller. The resulting closed-loop system is called the
primary closed-loop system. The design of the primary stAbilizing
controller must consider the following three issues.

1) Exact dynamic models for the extender are difficult to produce
because of uncertainties in the dynamics of the extender
acmators. transmissions and structure. These uncertainties
become a major barrier to the achievement of the desired
extender performance, especially when human dynamics are
coupled with the extender dynamics in actual machine
maneuvers. The extender's primary stabilizing controller
minimims the W1Certainties in the extender dynamics and creates
a more defmite and linear dynamic model for the extender.
Therefore. it is assumed that the dynamics of the extender are
1ineariud by the primary stabilizing controller over a range of
operation. This linear model may then be used to design other
controllers that operate on fo~ fh (i.e.. the human force) and
fe (i.e.. the load force). For the experimental extender employed
in this ~h effort, the computed-torque method along with a
PO controller [1] is used as the primary stabilizing controller to
create a more definite and linear dynamics for the extender.

2) Extender stability must be guaranteed when the human is not
maneuvering the extender. This is a very important safety
feature: when the human separates his/her hand from the
extender in emergency situations, the- primary stabilizing
controller must hold the extender stationary at the configuration
at which the human arm separaled from the extender.

3) The design of the primary stabilizing controller must let the
~gner deal with the effect of the extender uncertainties without
concern for the dynamics of the human operator. The human
ann dynamics, unlike the extender dynamics, change
significantly with each human and also within o~ person over
time [8]. Considering the control difficulties arising from the
human and load nonlinear dynamics, it is a practical matter to
make every effort in developing a linear dynamic behavior for
the extender.

The selection of the primary stabilizing controller is not
discussed here; a variety of controllers may be used to stabilize the
extender in the presence of uncertainties and nonlinearities. These
controllers result in uncoupled and lin~losed-loop behavior
for the extender within a certain frtXluency range.

Regardless of the type of primary stabilizing controller, the
extender position, p, results from two inputs: 1) the desired
position command, ~, and 2) the forces imposed on the extender.
The transfer function matrix G represents the primary closed-loop
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Figu"re 2.:-j7ie -G:eraU block dia.$ramfor die extender. The extender
dynanu"cs, which are linearized by the primary stabilizing conrroUer,
are represented by G. Sh and Se- The human and die load dynamics

are represented by two nonlinear operators H and E. Two linear

contro~rs (a and K) modulate dleforcesfh andfe-

position.system which maps Pdes to the extender position. p. Two
fol\:eS are imposed on the extender: fb is imposed by the bwnan.
and fe is imposed by the load. Sb. an extender sensitivity ttansfer
function. maps the human force. lb. onto the extender position. p.
Similarly. Se. an extender sensitivity ttansfer function. maps the
load force. fe. onto the extender position. p. If the primary
stabilizing controller is designed so that Sb and Se are small. the
extender bas only a small response to the imposed forces fb and fe-
A high-gain con~ller in the primary stabilizing con~ner results in
small Sb and Se and consequently a small extender response to fb
and fe. Using G. Se and Sb. equation 1 represents the dynamic
behavior of the exacb'.

p = G Pdes + Sh fb + Se fe (1)

The middle part of the block diagram in Figure 2 represents
the extender model (i.e.. ~uation 1) interacting with the bwnan and
the load. The upper left part of the block diagram represents the
human dynamics. The bwnan arm's force on the extender. fb. is a
function of both the bwnan muscle forces. ub. and the position of
the extender. p. Thus. the extender's motion may be considered to
be a position disturbance occurring on the force-con~ned bwnan
arm. If the extender is stationary (i.e.. p = 0). then the force
imposed on the extender is solely a function of the human muscle
force command produced by the central nervous system.
Conversely. if the extender is in motion and Uh = O. then the force
imposed on the extender is solely a function of the human arm
impedance. H(P). H is a nonlinear operator representing the hwnan
arm impedance as a function of the human arm configuration; H is
determined primarily by the physical properties of the human arm
[3. 12. 16]. Based on the above. equation 2 represents a dynamic
model of the hwnan arm.

fh = Uh. H(p) (2)

The specific form of uh is not known other than it results from
hwnan muscle force on the extender. A simple study of how the
central nervous system generates the desired force command Uh is
given in [4]. The experimental procedure to measure H from
various subjects is given in Section 6.

It is assumed that the extender is maneuvering a load. The
load force impedes the extender motion. The extender con~ller
translates the two measured interaction forces (i.e.. the human
forces and load forces) into a motion command for the extender to
create a desired relationship between the hwnan fol\:eS and the load
forces. E is a nonlinear operator representing the load dynamics.
fext is the ~uivalent of all the external forces imposed on the load
which do not depend on p and other system variables. Equation 3
provides a gel.:ral expression for the force imposed on dte extender.
fe. as a function of p.

fe = -E(p) + fext (3)

In the example of ~lerating a point mass m along a horizontal
line. the load force. fe. can be characterized by fe = ms2 p. In this
case E = ms2 and fext =0 where P is dte mass position and s is the
Laplace operator. If the load is large and cannot be rep-esented by a
pomt mass, then E can be calculated using Lagrangian formulation.
The diagram of Figure 2 includes two linear con~ners. a(s) and

K(s). which modulate the forces fh and fe. a and K (which are
implemented on a computer) must be designed to produce a desired
performance in the extender system; this is described in the next
section. As the Figure 2 block diagram shows. the performance
filter a lets designers choose the appropriate performance for the
extender. and the stability filter K (which operates on both fh and fe>
guarantees the system stability when the extender is used by people
with various arm impedances (strengths).

3. CONTROL
To understand the role of controllers a and K, assume for a

moment that neither controller is included in the system. If the
commanded position. Pdes. the human muscle forces. Uh. and the
external forces, fext, all equal zero, then the extender position, p,
equals zero, and no motion is transmitted to the load. This is the
case when the human is holding the extender without intending to
maneuver it. If the human decides to initiate a maneuver. then Uh
takes on a nonzero value, and an extender motion develops from fb.
The resulting motion is small if Sh is small. In other words, the
human may not have enough strength to overcome the extenlk:r's
primary closed-loop controller.

To increase the human's effective strength, the extender's
effective sensitivity to fh must be increased by measuring the human

force, fh, and passing it through the controllers a and K. Figure 2

shows that GKa, parallel with Sh, increases the effective sensitivity
of the extender to fh. To retain a seD.Y; of the load in the extender
operation, the load fon:e, fe, is also measured and passed through
K. This produces the loop GK, parallel with Se, which increases
the effective sensitivity of the extender to fe. The output of K is
awlied to the extender as a desired ~ition command, Plk:s. K and

a must be chosen to ensure the stability and performance of the

closed-loop extender system. The proper choice of K and a
achieves a desired mOO of human force to load folt:e, and guarantees
the closed-loop stability of Figure 22. Note that both the human
fon:e, fh, and load force.fe, are measured for feedback to the

extenlk:r: the measure of fb (after passing through a and K) will
move the extender, while fe (after passing through K) will impede
the extender motion.

Next, the following question is addressed: how should the
extender perform in a particular maneuver? In specifying the
extender's performance, the designers decree the important criteria
which must be met for the successful completion of a maneuver.
Also in the performance specification, the designers describe the
extender behavior they fmd Ik:sirable if stability can be maintained.
Performance goals and stability requirements do conflict. As is
clarifrod in the ~xt section. the designers must balance this traIk:-off

2 Another way of interpreting K and a is as follows. K is a linear
controller that servos the difference between (fe) and (afb) to
zero.
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to develop an extender that both perfonns well and is guaranteed to
be stable.

The following example illustrates a simple specification for
the extender perfonnance. The human uses the extender to
maneuver a free mass in space. A reasonable performance
specification for this example would state ~ level of amplification
of ~ human folt:e whicb is applied to ~ fr= mass. If ~ fon:e
amplification is large, a small fon:e awlied by ~ human results in a
large folt:e being applied to ~ fr= mass. If ~ amplification is
small, a small fon:e applied by the human results in a small fon:e
being applied to ~ free mass. .C~uently, if die amplifx:ation is
large, the human "feels" only a small pen:entage of the interaction
fOlt:e with ~ fr= mass. Most importantly, the human still retains a
~nsation of the dynamic characteristics of the free mass, yet the
load essentially "feels" lighter.

With these heuristic ideas of system performance, the
extender performance is captured in equation 4 where fb * is the
human fon:e applied to maneuver the extender when no load is
~L R is the perfomaance matrix, and [0, COp] is the freqooncy
range of ~ human ann motion.

(fh -fh *) = -R fe for all (J) e [O.Cl)p] (4)

Equality 4 guarantees that (fh -fh .), the portion of the hwnan force
that is actually applied to maneuver the load, is proportional to the
load fon:e, re. The perfonnance matrix R is an nxn linear transfer
function matrix. Suppose R is chosen as a diagonal matrix with all
members having magnitudes smaller than unity over some bounded

fraluency range, [0. o>p). Then the hwnan fon:e is smaller than the
load fon:e by a factor of R. Suppose R is chosen as a diagonal
matrix with all members having magnitudes greater than unity.
Then the human force is larger than the load force by a factor of R.
In a more complex example, the transfer function matrix R may be
selected to represent linear passive dynamic systems (i.e..
combinations of dampers. springs and masses). The frequency
range [0, CI>p), implies the desired frequency range in which the
designers wish to operate the extender (i.e. human motion).

Specifying CI>p allows the designers to achieve equality 4 only for a
bounded frequency range; there is no ~ to ~hieve equation 4 for
an infinite bandwidth. Establishing the set of perfonnance
specifications described by equation 4 gives designers a chance to
express what they wish to have happen during a maneuver. Note
that equation 4 does not imply any choice of control technique for
the extender. We have not even said how one might achieve the
above performance specification. Equation 4 only allows designers
to translate their objectives into a form that is meaningful from the
standpoint of control theory.

By inspecting Figure 2, the extender position is written as a
function of fh and ce.

°max represents the maximwn singular val~. £ represents a small
positive number chosen by the designer to denote the de~ of
precision required for the specified performance within the

frequencies [0. CI>o]. A small val~ for £ (e.g.. 0.01) indica~ a
close proximity ot the actual system performance to the specified
performance R (e.g.. within a I % error). Note that the human and
load dynamics. H and E. are absent from inequality 8. Thus.
achievement of the specified pecformance R depends only on the
extender dynamic behavior (G. Se. Sh) and on the controllers (K,

a), and not on the particular human operator and k>Id. Howe\'er the
stability of the closed-loop system in Figure 2 which ~ds 00 E
and H must be guaran~.

Satisfaction of inequality 8 guarantees that the performance
defined by equation 4 is achieved with precisioo £. Therefore. the

goal is to select K and a so condition 8 is satisfied. Assuming that

R is selected so R-I always exists, a is chosen to be equal to R-I.

(This unexpected choice fOr a results from in~tigations of seVO"al

design methods). Substiwting R-I"for a in inequality 8 shows that
any K which satisfies inequality 9 also satisfa inequality 8.

°max (Se -Sh R) °max (R)°max (GK) > "

£

1 for all CI) e [0. CIlp] (9)

Inequality 9 suggests that, since E is a smaIl number, the
designer must choose K to be a transfer function mauix with large
magnitude to satisfy inequality 9 for f~uencies coe [0, COp] and for

a given E, R. Sh and Se. The smaJler E is chosen to be, the larger K
must be to achieve the desired performance. K may not be
arbitrarily very large: the choice of K must also guarantee the
closed-loop stability of the system shown in Figure 2, as discussed
in the next section.

p = (G K a + Sh) fh + (G K + Se) fe (5)

Now suppose that the i}uman maneuvers the extender through the
same trajectory indicated by P in equation 5 except without any load.
The no-load human fon:e, fh., is then obtained by inspection of
Figure 2 where E = 0 and fext = 0:

4. STABILITY
It has been shown that, to achieve the system perfonnance

indicated by R, a must be equal to R-I and K must be a large
transfer function matrix satisfying inequality 9. However. the
designers must realize that the closed-loop system of Figure 2 must
remain stable for these choices of a and K. The selection of K is
particularly important since H and E generally contain nonlinear
dynamic components. For example. the human arm impedance H
changes from person to person and also within one person over
time. The load dynamics E is also a nonlinear element as discussed
earlier. Compared to the human arm and load dynamics, the
extender dynamics (G, Se. Sh) are generally well-def~ due to the
primary stabilizing controller. Consequently. this analysis focuses
on ~igning a stabilizing controller K in the ~ of all bounded
variations of the nonlinear operators H and E with G, Se and Sh
being known and linear dynamics. Reference 9 illuminates our
approach to the design of K.

5. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
The prototype six-degree-of-freedom hydraulic extender

(Figure I) is used to verify experimentally the theoretical pMictions
of the extender's stability and perfonnance. The primary fWlCtions
of the extender shown in Figure I are grasping and manipulating
heavy objects. The prototype hydraulic extender's hIDd. linkage
perfonns the grasping function while the JIm m~hanisrn executes
the load manipulations. The arm m~hanism (shown in Figure 6)
consists of a forearm and an IlI!12Cr arm and has three degrees of
freedom. The rotational axes of the extender ann are designed to
coincide with those of the human arm joints. Both the upper arm
and the foreann are planar four-bar linkages. The materials and the

p=(GKa+Sh)fh. (6)

Equating the trajooories from S and 6 results in ~uation 7.

-1(fh -fh.) = -(G K a + Sh) (G K + Se) fe (7)

Comparing ~uations 4 and 7 shows that to guarantee the
perfonnance represented by R in ~uation 4, inequality 8 must be
satisfied.

-1O"max [ ( G K a + Sh ) ( GK + Se ) -R ] < £

for all co e [0. COp] (8)
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dimensions of the extender components are chosen to preserve the
structtlral-dynamic integrity of the extender. Each link is machined
as one solid piece rather than as an assembly of smaller pans. The
links are made of high sttength 7075 alwninwn alloy to reduce the
~ight of the extender.

The experimental extender is capable of lifting of objects up
to 500 lb when the supply ~~ is set at 3(XX) psi. Since the
high frequency maneuvers of 500 lb load is rather unsafe, the
experimental analysis on the exterKJer dynamic behavior was Carried
out at low level of f~ ampliilCation. In order to observe the
system dynamics within the extender bandwidth, in particular the
extender instability, the supply press~ was decreased to 800 psi
and low f~ ampliitcabon ratios were chosen for analysis. This
allows us to maneuver the extender within 2 Hz. Matrix R in
equation 21 is chosen as the performance matrix in the Cartesian
coordinate frame.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This article describes the dynamics of human machine
interaction in robotic systems worn by humans. These robots are
referred to as extenders and amplify the strength of the human
operator. while utilizing the intelligence of the operator to
spontaneously generate the command signal to the system.

Extenders augment human physical strength. System performance
is defined as a linear relationship between the human force and the
load force. A six-degree-of-freedom extender has beA:n built for

experimental verification of the analysis.5 0)
R-l = a = for all CI) e [0, COp] (10)

0 7

7. REFERENCESThe above performance s~ification has force amplifications of 7
times in the y-direction and S times in the x-direction. The human
operator maneuvers the extender irregularly (i.e.. randomly).
Figure 3 and 4 show fe versus (fh- fh .) along the x and y directions
where the slope of -S represents the force amplification by a factor
of S.

~

fA -roA (Ibf)
Figure 3: Load force versus human force along the %

direction. Slope i8 approximately 5.
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Slope is approximately 7,
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